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B 17- Seating Arrangement Quiz

Directions (Q.1-6): Nine people A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I stay in a
building not necessarily in the same order. The building has nine floors
and only one person stays on one floor. All of them own one each, and
each car is of a different car, i.e. brown, white, blue, yellow, silver, red,
violet, purple and peach not necessarily in the same order. The ground
floor is numbered 1, the floor above it, number 2 and so on and the
topmost floor is numbered 9. H owns a blue coloured car and stays on
even numbered floor. A stays on even numbered floor below the floor on
which H stays.
The one who own a violet coloured car stays on 4th floor. E stays on the
second floor and owns the white coloured car. The one who owns a
purple coloured car stays on the third floor. A does not own a silver
coloured car. There are two floors between the floors on which the people
owning the blue and red coloured cars stay. C owns a brown coloured
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car. There are three floors between the floors on which C and G stays. D
stays in a floor immediately above I’s floor. There is one floor between the
floors on which F and G stay. F does not own the purple coloured car.
The one who owns the peach car stays on the top most floor. F does not
stay on the ground floor.

Question. 1.
How many floors are there between the floor on which F stays and
the floor on which C stays?
a) Six
b) Eight
c) One
d) none
e) More than three

Answer: E

Question. 2.
which of the following is true as per the given information?
a) B stays on a floor immediately below the floor on which H stays
b) G stays on a floor immediately above the floor on which A stays
c) F stays on eight floor
d) D owns the violet coloured car and stays on the 4th floor
e) None is true

Answer: D

Question. 3.
On which of the following floor does B stay?
a) 7th
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b) 6th
c) 9th
d) 1st
e) None of these

Answer: C

Question. 4.
Who amongst the following stays on the top most floor?
a) B
b) D
c) G
d) H
e) None of these

Answer: A

Question. 5.
A owns a car of which of the following colours?
a) Purple
b) Peach
c) Yellow
d) Violet
e) None of these

Answer: C
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Question. 6.
How many floors are there between the floor on which H stays and
the floor on which red coloured car stays?
a) 3
b) 2
c) 1
d) 4
e) More than 4

Answer: B
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